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In this presentation, I talk about the role of journals and how that role is changing with the
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Whither journals?
Kevin Crowston
Syracuse University iSchool
crowston@syr.edu
http://crowston.syr.edu/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/nic221/391536867/
Thursday 18 December 2008

I will argue that we’re in the midst of a profound change in the socio-technical system of
scholarly communication, and this transition will impact the journal in particular. Journals
have been important historically to scholarly communication because they enable authors to
find an audience and to receive recognition for their work (plus some other things that I will
bracket in the interests of time). To understand wither journals, we first must ask whence...
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In the early days of science, communications was personal, from peer to peer, as in this letter
from Henry Briggs, a mathematician, to Ralph Clarke in 1606.
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Work was also presented at meetings of scientists, which over time became more formal. For
example, on-going informal meetings led to the founding in 1660 of the Royal Society of
London.
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In 1665, the Royal Society began publishing collections of letters received, such as this one in
1675 from a certain Mr. Isaac Newton, proposing a new theory of light.
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Note though that the very first issue of the Transactions also included an article reporting on
a “very odd monstrous calf”, so even then there was quite a range.
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These compilations of letters eventually evolved into the journals we have today--some
covering a wider area (e.g., Science or Nature) and others more specialized, such as MIS Q,
ISR or even more specialized, such as IT&P.
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And lots and lots of others.
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Any individual could likely afford a subscription to only a few, not to mention the time to read
them.
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To consult the others required a trip to the library....
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Once there, you’d peruse the recent issues of a few of the journals in your field.
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Or perhaps go searching for a back issue of a journal for a cited article, if you were lucky and
the library had a subscription.
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To summarize, publishing in one of the select journals was important, because that’s how
your work found its audience--for reasons of economics and time, work that wasn’t in one of
these journals was much less likely to be read.
Fast forward a bit: I don’t know about you, but my library now looks like...
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...this.
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And to be sure, I can still look for a particular journal.
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...or even subscribe to it on line....
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But increasingly, research starts with a database search.
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E.g., if I am interested in technology adaptation, I can search on ABI/Inform...
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...and notice that the results include a paper from ISR by a classmate, but also one from a
journal that I don’t know.
I can click and find out what they have to say.
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The result is that I can be informed by a much wider range of articles than before. Athanasios
and Angeliki could reach me even without publishing in one of the few journals I subscribe
to, as long as the journal is indexed--something that’s going to be increasingly important.
Indeed, for better or for worse, papers in an unidexed outlet will be invisible. And note that
many journals hold back the most recent year or two--you’d expect to decrease cites in the
short term.
Of course, searching rather than browsing also means that I’m unlikely to stumble across
interesting and unrelated papers that happen to be in the same journal. It’s not yet clear
Sprouts - http://sprouts.aisnet.org/8-32
exactly how these two forces will play out--broader or narrower citing habits?
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Fortunately, Google is also getting into the business.
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They index not only journals, but also conferences, and even papers on peoples’ websites.
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Citeseer similarly.
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It can even find working papers and papers in repositories, though you’ll notice a loss of
precision mirroring the increase in recall.
Having your work found through these media requires new skills--this may be good news for
those teaching search engine optimization.
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Well, you say, that’s fine, and perhaps it’s obvious that databases making find papers easier,
but this doesn’t address the other half of the equation: being recognized and rewarded for
our work.
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And it’s true that in many faculties, a certain number of “A’s” is expected.
What makes a journal an A? There are lots of lists, and various measures, but all attempt to
operationalize impact.
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E.g., journals often tout their impact factor: the average number of citations per article in the
past two years.
But reliance on journal as a way to assess impact of a paper is an example of the ecological
fallacy: assuming that because journal A has a higher average impact than journal B, an
article in A has a higher impact than an article in B.
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Focusing on the average ignores the distribution in the number of cites per paper (the basis
of the JCR), shown here for Vol. 22 of MISQ. I blotted out the page numbers. You can see that
there’s a large range of cites/paper within a journal--some, many, are high, but other are
low--think of Newton vs. the “monstrous calf”.
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Furthermore, the distribution of counts is highly skewed. There were 25,777 total cites from
8,792 paper. The most cited paper, Fred Davis’s 1989 TAM article, received 1,487 cites or
about 5% of the total; the top 20 of 484 received about 1/4 of the total.
The top 4 papers in AMR represent 1/5 of the total citations, the top 10, 1/3 and the top 20,
1/2 of the total citations received by the journal.
In other guises, the ecological fallacy is the basis for sexism or racism. We wouldn’t equate a
faculty member with their gender or race--why equate their papers to the journal?
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So, why not look at the impact of each paper, e.g., by counting cites per paper? One reason is
that it’s tedious work. In the past it required looking through endless paper indicies.
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With computerized database, it’s somewhat easier, if your library has a subscription...
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...but the systems are hardly comprehensive. Also, note that even with a name like
Majchrzak, there are false hits. John Smith and Qing Li would be totally out of luck. New PhD
students would be well advised to adopt a unique pen-name.
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...though ISI is working on giving us an ID number to get around this...
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At any rate, in the results we can see the number of citations garnered by different papers.
Note though that because the time need from the publication cycle, a paper published in
2005 hasn’t had enough time to gather more than a token number of cites. This is a serious
limitation to using such evidence for things like tenure reviews.
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We can even calculate metrics based on a scholar’s entire corpus, with the same caveats. This
particular system is based on Google Scholar, so it is searching a broader range of citing
papers. In this case, you can see that get a much better sense of contribution than from just
counting As.
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Of course, these measures are still just surrogates--better surrogates than journal title, but
still just surrogates that attempt to replace judgement with a number. To really assess a
scholar’s contribution still requires examining their ideas and how they’ve been used. These
systems can help, by letting us trace who’s using them (or at least, who’s citing them). New
systems could help here by making this tracing more precise and more informative.
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In summary, publishing in the right journals used to be critical for a piece of work to find its
audience, but increasingly it’s the audience finding the work, regardless of journal.
And while journal title is a convenient proxy for quality or impact, it’s clear that it’s only a
proxy and not a very reliable one.
And while journals do retain an important function as a brand, these developments suggest
they will serve a different role in the emerging system of scholarly communications.
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